Season Swapping Frame Wreath

Items needed:
Frame, with glass and backing removed
Paint
Adhesive Velcro
Lightweight seasonal items

Instructions:
1. Remove glass and backing from the frame.
2. Paint the frame (if desired).
3. Attach Velcro strips to frame in desired locations. We put the two sides of the Velcro together before adhering to the frame.
4. Adhere seasonal items to the remaining sticky side of the Velcro.
5. When desired, simply remove items, leaving the Velcro in place, and add new items.
6. If Velcro loses its sticky backing, replace with new Velcro.

*We bought the frame and all the seasonal items at EveryStep Giving Tree for $12! We used paint already on hand and the Velcro at a discount store for $1.29. Total cost: $13.29 for an all-season decorating item!*